Humanitarian ID is a single contact management app for everyone working in humanitarian crises and disasters. Following the success in Vanuatu and the Philippines, Humanitarian ID is now live for the Nepal emergency response. In the first week of going live, over 500 responders checked-in to the emergency, representing over 100 organizations from around the world. As more responders continue to arrive in Nepal, Humanitarian ID will immediately facilitate coordination and communication among partners. As of 4 May, all clusters coordinators are checked in, thereby allowing key contacts from the different clusters retrievable.

**Check-in count & organisations**

- 578 responders checked in to humanitarian.id Nepal
- 152 organisations checked in to humanitarian.id Nepal

**Checked-in members by cluster**

Cluster coordinators checked-in to humanitarian.id

N.B. Members involved in multiple clusters were counted multiple times

**Nepal Check-ins**

- 382 humanitarian.id responders currently in Nepal
- 196 humanitarian.id responders supporting from outside of Nepal
- 34 countries with humanitarian.id members responding to the Nepal Earthquake
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